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IRAQ RECONSTRUCTION MISSION

Provide 24/7 common operating picture to GRD/MNFI and contractors to support reconstruction efforts.

- 24/7 Operations Center
- Intelligence and Operations Support
- Full integration with the military
- Support to reconstruction work of GRD/USACE, prime contractors and PSCs
- 1400 personnel
- Provision of C3I
- Tracking and Communications
- Reconstruction Liaison Teams
- Interface
- Mobile & static security
- Quick Reaction Forces and medical evacuation
• The CONOCs successfully provide the Multinational Corps-Iraq (MNC-I) with visibility of Private Security Contractors’ (PSCs) operations and activities throughout Iraq - This includes DOD PSCs and State Department PSCs, as well as other entities choosing to participate.

• Over 100 entities currently employ CONOCs’ services.
CONOC KEY TASKS

• Facilitates situational awareness and provides real time visibility to the US military of all PSC operations and activities.

• Process PSC movement requests down to the battalion level.

• Provide time sensitive information to PSCs thru the CONOC Spot Report System, including Imminent Danger reports, “no-go” areas, IED finds, and regular updates of road conditions.

• Respond to transponder alerts and coordinates Quick Reaction Force as necessary.

• Gather information and provide subject matter expertise on PSC structures, capabilities, limitations, and identities.
CONOC Reports PSC abduction by ISF
CHOPS orders dynamic re-tasking of UAV.
CONOC updates MNC-I that ISF vehicle with PSC members inside is now moving
UAV finds vehicle.
UAV Beams Live feed to MNC-I.
MNC-I directs MND-B QRF to exact location of the now stationary vehicle with PSC captives inside.
Distribution of Effort 25 Mar - 1 Apr 09

- 1,580 PSC Missions Tracked
- 5 Panic Alarms Activated
- 0 ISF related Incidents
- 0 QRF/MEDEVAC Requests
- 15 PSC Incidents
- 64 Spot Reports
- 41 RFI’s
IN 1 YEAR....

CONOCs Tracked 98,892 PSC Missions
“The Contractor Operations Cells are an integral part of the improved coordination and oversight process.”

-- (SIGIR Report P. 19)